Fact Sheet – Shale and Tight Gas Extraction

What is the difference between conventional and unconventional gas?

The difference between conventional and unconventional gas is the geology of the reservoirs from which they are extracted and which therefore require different extraction techniques to obtain commercial quantities of gas. Conventional gas is usually found in relatively large permeable rock reservoirs. In a conventional gas deposit, once drilled, the gas can usually be extracted relatively easily via vertical wells. Conventional gas has been safely extracted in Australia for decades.

Unconventional natural gas is found in less permeable deposits or spread more diffusely throughout the rock substrates, not in discrete pockets or reservoirs. This gas is more difficult to extract and therefore requires more specialized (i.e. ‘unconventional’) extraction techniques and processes. The methods required for the extraction of unconventional gas include hydraulic fracturing (fracking), horizontal drilling, multiple drilling, and acidation. In addition to extra processes such as fracking, unconventional gasfields also involve the industrialisation of entire landscapes (covering considerably larger areas than conventional gasfields). They generally require thousands of wells, vast networks of roads and pipelines, compressor stations, processing plants, wastewater holding dams and treatment plants. The three main types of unconventional gas are coal seam gas (CSG), shale gas and tight gas. CSG is found in coal seams, shale gas is found in shale rocks, whilst tight gas is found in low permeability sandstone rocks.

Shale and tight gas mining processes require vast amounts of water

- Extraction of shale and tight gas requires high volume, ‘slick-water’ hydraulic fracturing and usually involves horizontal drilling. This newer type of fracking is far more risky than older fracking techniques previously used in the gas industry.
- Fracking for shale and tight gas is an extremely water-intensive practice. Each well may require up to ten fracks over its production life. The Australian gas industry provides a figure of 11 million litres per shale or tight gas frack. Other sources suggest that water use is often much higher. According to one UN report, a single fracking operation on a shale gas well will use between 11 and 34 million litres of water, roughly 360–1100 truckloads. Drilling a shale or tight gas well also requires around 1 million litres per well.
- In the US, towns and pastoral properties that must compete with fracking operators for scarce water supplies have been seriously affected. In Texas, extraction of water for fracking has contributed to serious problems of ground and surface water depletion during drought conditions.

Shale and tight gas mining uses large amounts of chemicals in each fracking operation

- The gas industry is at pains to point out that chemical additives make up only a very small proportion of fracking fluids—‘approximately’ .5%. In reality, the amounts used range from .5 to 2%, and while this is a small proportion relative to the large volumes of water used, it translates to very large quantities of chemicals. A typical 15 million litre fracturing operation would use 80 - 330 tons of chemicals.
- Industry also maintains that ‘most’ of these chemicals are found in household products but this does not mean they are safe. Fracking compounds used in Australia have also been shown to include many hazardous substances, including carcinogens, neurotoxins, irritants/sensitisers, reproductive toxins and endocrine
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disruptors. Many of the chemicals used in fracking have never been assessed for their long-term impacts on the environment and human health.

Disposal of wastewater from shale and tight gas operations is a serious problem

- According to industry sources, around 30% of the fracking fluid flows back to the surface\(^4\). However, as little as 6 to 8% may be recovered.
- Underground water in the drilling area can also come to the surface during gas production. For a typical shale gas well, daily 'produced' water volumes range from 300 – 4,500 litres.
- In addition to drilling and fracking chemicals, 'flowback' and 'produced' water can contain a range of naturally occurring contaminants from the rocks. These include, heavy metals, naturally occurring radioactive materials (NORMs), volatile and semi volatile organic compounds (VOC’s) and high concentrations of salts.
- The large volumes of waste water produced from shale and tight gas mining are likely to be reinjected into aquifer formations, partially ‘treated’ and reused or released into waterways, or trucked to holding ponds for storage and ‘evaporation’.

Shale and tight gas mining places water resources at risk

- The gas industry claims that because shale and tight gas extraction involves deeper rock layers, they are safer than gas extraction from shallow coal seams. But according to a European Commission Report there is an overall high risk of ground and surface water contamination resulting from fracking.
- US studies have implicated shale gas in the contamination of groundwater with heavy metals, salts and gas. Contamination can occur from well casing failure due to corrosion, faulty construction or repeated fracturing. Data from one US state shows that 6-7% of new shale gas wells were faulty and leaking gas. After 20 years this failure rate may increase to 50%, as wells corrode and cement casings degrade.
- Groundwater contamination can also occur if gas and toxic flowback fluids migrate from gas wells into aquifers through natural underground faults or fractures created during fracking operations.
- Recent research from the USA found higher levels of arsenic and other heavy metals, plus higher salinity, in water bores which were less than 3km from shale gas wells. Other research has found increased methane concentrations in water bores closer to shale gas wells, creating an explosion hazard.
- Surface water pollution can occur when there are accidental spills of fluids or solids at the surface, when well blow outs occur, and through discharge of insufficiently treated waste water into waterways. Studies from Duke University in the US have found high levels of radioactivity in a creek used for disposal of wastewater.
- There is ever-increasing evidence from across the US of significant depletion and contamination of water resources and waste management issues from unconventional gas operations\(^5\).

Shale and tight gas operations can have serious consequences for human and animal health

- Whilst the gas industry maintains that unconventional gas extraction is safe and ‘clean’, there is a growing body of research from overseas that highlights the impacts of shale and tight gas operations on land, water and human health. Communities living near gasfields in the US have reported serious health effects following the commencement of unconventional gas operations. These conditions include respiratory ailments, nose throat and eye irritations and neurological illnesses.
- A 2012 case study in the US found serious evidence of harm to domestic stock from shale gas drilling waste contamination, including cattle deaths, stillbirths and reproductive problems.
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Further Reading

Further detailed information collated from peer reviewed research into the environmental and health risks from fracking and unconventional gas operations can be found in these reports:

- The *Compendium of Scientific, Medical, and Media Findings Demonstrating Risks and Harms of Fracking*
- The *New York State Public health review of Hydraulic Fracturing for Shale Gas Development*